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Moto Guzzt
850 Le Mans

TffiE MMNSM GUZZI

Remember all those bad news/good
news jokes? Well, let's get the bad news
side of the Moto Guzzi Le Mans over
with Íirst. The worst problem you're
likely to encounter riding the low-
slung 850 k Mans is how to conquer
an overriding selfconciousness that
being mounted on the bike brings.

Whether you park the bike in town
or even down some obscure rural lane,
the first human being on the scene will
invariably stop to take in the Guzzi's
lines. It looks like a qporting motor
cycle to an almost vulgar degree and
therein lies half its appeal.

It took under three hours to reach
Surrey from Steve Wynne at Sports
Motor Cycles in Manchester and
considering the fiddling rides out of
the environs of Manchester and
through the same obstacles in London
it strows that the Gvzzi doesn't hang
about.

There can be no doubt, certainly
not in my mind at least, that the
speedometer is slightly optimistic. But
this is not to the degree I had imagined.
It's perhaps unfortunate that Veglia
instruments have in the past been noted
for such optimism, but in this instance
the degree was not so blatent. Taken up

* to 8000rpm in top, the bike is shown to
i be travelling in excess of 140mph. Our
È own top speed figure was 134.6mph,
Ë so that even if the reading is ten mph'Ë out, it's still less than L0%. The real
3 point though, should hinge on the
1 manufacturers power optimum at
f, l,zOO1300rpm *ir.r, the Guzzi knocks
S out a claimed 80bhp and as if by magic
Ë the power flattens off around these
Ë revs. Probably a few extra mph could be

The Moto Guzzi I.e Mans has been
with us for almost two years. An out
and out sports motor cycle, it is an
obvious follow on to the 750 Sport,
and eventually, we would expect to see
a I 000cc version marketed. Undoubtedly
fast, the Le Mans has a line which to
many is sheer perfection in motor
cycling muscle and what's more, our
version was finished in Italian racing
red. Transverse pushrod vee-twin with
shaft drive, uncomplicated, robust and
reliable. - Jerry Clayton reports.

achieved by hanging on on a long
descent, but is it really worth it? To my
way of thinking, 130 is fast enough!

And to be practical, constructive
comment on the k Mans, despite the
machine's obvious roadburner guise,
must take in all aqpects of perfonnance,
some of which are stunning.

ENGINEERING

There is much to be said for the
conÍïguration of Guzzi's 90 degree
vee-twin set tranwersely across the
frame, five speed gearbox and straft
drive. Such is the irregular heartbeat
of the engine, that if the l-e Mans
were styled as a super smooth sportster
as in BMWR100RS some appeal
would inevitably be lost.

Like the horizontally opposed
German unit, the Guzzi's flywheel
action has the effect of making the bike
rock laterally to and fro on tickover.
It's a minimal movement, yet with-
drawing the clutch to change down a
gear and blipping the Tommaselli
throttle can bring a stronger lurch to
the right, but it can't be said that
such inertias influence handling.

A plain, simple pusfuod motor, the
I-e Mans basics have been well and truly
tried and tested all over Europe, The
States and points beyond. Robustness is
the keyword. There is no claim to a
double figure top rev band, but claims
should be made in other, moÍe
pleasing directions.

For all its qporting aura, the Ir Mans
844cc engine has the ability to 'tonk'.
No, you won't find that word in the
English language, Oxford, Collins or
Penguin dictionaries, but who's to say
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the entry may not be there in years to
come. "Tonk: To Tonk (verb)
Associated with travelling at very low
revs on a Moto Guzzi motor cycle
derived from sound emitted from the
engine. Tonk, Tonking, Tonked." Sorry,
but that seems the best way to put it.
The 850cc Guzzi engine has always had
the virtue of pulling like a tractor from
low down the scale, and despite the I-e
Mans 10.2:1 compression ratio, the
quality remains.

The crankcase of the Gvzzi is one
piece - all the bearings plain. To reach

the steel conrods, split shell big ends,
you simply drop the sump as on a caÍ.
Removal of a flange at the back of the
engine with gearbox and clutch removed
withdraws the rear main bearing and
then Íïnally the crankshaft can be
dropped out underneath. All very basic

really, but highly durable and, in an age
of specialist this and that, maintenance
is not beyond the private owner
armed with a few pullers.

Like the much vaunted horizontally
opposed BMW engine, the vee-engine
offers easy access to rockers for tappet
adjustment and the two 36mm Dell
Orto carburettoÍs are simple to reach
too.

The clutch is the dry plate type
similar to a car unit and the engine's
primary reduction of l7l2l (l:1235)
made as the drive leaves the gearbox

througfr the gearbox driveshaft. The
timing chest houses double contact
breakers - again easily accessible.

On this point of accessibility, a
feature that runs througlrout the Gtzzi
range of big vees is the lower runs of
the duplex frame are bolted to the top
halves, allowing, with the bolts
removed, the engine to be dropped
from the top half of the frame with
the bottom tubes. A useful system
which saves a load of lugging around.
The frame tube joints are half lapped
along the lines of a wood working
scarf joint.

The big cylinders (422ccs each) pick
up fairly cleanly from standstill thanks
to the accelerator pump in the carbs,
although sometimes, ttre engine pinks

if you expect it to do too much from
low revs. Without wishing to 'write
down', for those who don't know,
pinking, or pre-ignition where the spark
is still retarded when the throttle is
opened, causes a metallic knocking
sound. The carbs, incidentally are
handed' for left and right - Dell Orto
PHF36B (S) on the left and PHF36B
(D) on the riglrt. You will Íind the same
corresponding S and D marks on the
flywheel for the timing of each
cylinder and also for determining top
dead centre for adjusting tappets.

Guzzis,like large motor cars of the
old school tend to use a little oil until

they are fully run in, whereupon they
settle down. The test Ir Mans was
knocking it back around 200 miles per
pint of straight 40 grade.

The front forks, at first impression
look Marzocchi, but there's no
verification and suffice it to say that the
bottom sliders are fabricated generously
in alloy with exposed steel staunchions.
Two way damped, the new fork is in
fact made by Guzzi at Mandello del
Iario and incorporates a sealed damping
system from a Belgian concern
Carboni.

It has to be said that the fork action
is that much stiffer than the T3 model
tested back in March and while the k

Mans version is ligfuter, the difference
in weight wouldn't account for the
firmer damping. Only once did the
forks appear to 'bottom' as I braked
hard and suddenly in a dip in the road

- two up. The rear two way damped
shocks are three setting adjustable for
pre-load on the exposed chrome springs.

The artillery style cast alloy wheels
are made by FPS with WM3 pattern
rims - the same concern make wheels
for Ducati as well - and on the test bike
Metzelers were fïtted as standard.

PERFORMANCE

It would be fairly true to say that
performance is what the I.e, Mans is
all about - all other attributes being
important but incidental. There aÍe
bikes around that are faster than the
Guzzi. There aÍe a few that handle
better. There is only one vee-twin
that can probably do both better and
that's Italian too, but the appeal of the
Guzzi lies in its sheer gutsy (excuse
pun) quality. From the already
mentioned tonking up to the top end
just over 7000rpm the bike boasts

muscle of the type rarely found on
other makes. Not because they lack
pace, they lack the almost hypnotic
rhythmic quality only found with a
vee-twin. With the engine set tranwer-
sely this rhythm makes itself that much
more apparent than, say on the Ducati
or Harley Davidson vees.

Shaft drive is desirable on a motor
cycle in my view, yet on a sports motor
cycle with an engine speed clutch and
the immediate drive take up certain
situations can arise that make sudden
changes of gear imprudent.

Because of the fairly close gear ratios
changtng down without blipping the
throttle brought little flywheel drag as
the engine caught up with road speed.
Blipping the throttle brought an initial
surge forward as road and engine speed
acclimed. To change down on a wet
road while cranked over is to court
disaster such is the directness of the
drive. Changing up is a different propo-
sition altogether and wet or dry,
provided great fistfuls of power are not

Cockpit orea. Damper is a dummy

Síamese loop for vee-exhoust

Neat fuse box under ight coyer

Guzzi toolkit. Who needs plug spanner?

Right hand shock adiustment difftcult
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hand mounted rear 9.5in disc but also
the 11.8 unit mounted on the left side
the front wtreel. Through a'reduction
valve, the brakes work on a 75% front/
25% rear ratio while the standard front
brake lever on the right of the handlebar
'brings the riglrt hand front disc into
action.

The whole system is Brembo, and the
discs have been drilled to clear water
efficiently in the wet. Point of interest
is that the discs appeaÍ to have been
flash chromed - unusual for Guzzi as

if they were relenting their usual
plain cast iron unit for aesthetical
ieasons - yet in the morning after a
shower ttre telltale rust would appear.
They are flust rate brakes - 28 feet
from 3omph and 116 from 6&nPh
being the best figures obtained on a

track surface patchy with damp.
Under performance, I've mentioned

the bike's handling qualities. It feels a

heavy bike to ride and having the
engine transversely probably accentuates
thè feeting. It would in all likelihood
travel a straigfut line without problems,
but, in their wisdom, Guzzi have opted
to fit an unobtrusive steering damper
below the steering head which is made
under the ltalian Lispa trade name. It

works well enough, but having a damper
knob on the top yoke confused the
issue for I thought the damping must be
variable. It isn't and the damper knob
appeaÍs to be pure decoration.

Steve Wynne had replaced the
standard CEV headlight unit v/ith a

Bosch H4 which gives a tremendous
spread of light and consequently a

really powerful passing light for motor-
way riding. Stoplights work from both
the front handlebar lever and the

'rear brake'- pedal. Indicators, standard,
are operated from a left hand bar
mounted slider switch...

CONCLUSIONS

If you aÍe considering a sporting
mount, there are nowadays quite a

number to choose from and with almost
any combination of cylinders. Most
manufactureÍs are switching solely to
four-strokes in the larger capacity
clases on the ground of improved
economy. A number are seeing the
virtues of having straft drive. Moto
Gvzzi weren't the first with shaft drive,
weren't the frst vee-twins, but they are
first with a concept of a fast transverse
vee-twin straftdriven motor cycle like
the I"e Mans. If you were to put a

BMW fairing on the 'Ir' Mans, You
would in all probability rob it of its
appeal. It looks lean, low and fast. At
the same time it has an aura of safety
about it and only by riding one will

you discover just how zurefooted it is.
One or two items spoil the *tip,

however. The footrests welded to a
tatty piece of black tube are a bit of a
comedown from the 750 Sports which
were mounted on a special casting.
Neutral is sometimes difficult to find in

trafÍïc when the clutch gets hot and,
two up, the riding position will
probably be uncomfortable for taller
people.

But the very nature of these
criticisms is so nigg[ing as to warrant
ignoring them. Moto Guzzi have a

real pnze fighter to wage battle
against machines which are a lot more
expensive. The k Mans carries Italian
flair for styling with a nonchalence
found only in the Ducati Desmos and
Laverda Jotas of this world. It looks
like 130rnph standing still and it's
undoubtedly the sort of bike many of
us would part with hard earned cash
for.

9.5ins rear disc-pedalworks front aswell

Slim ond sporty with upswept exhaust

Tlvín Brembo 11.&ins. discs on front

Engine
Type:

Capacity:
Compression
BHP @ RPM
(claimed)
Clutch:
Primary drive:

Gear ratios:
(ovemll)

Carburation:

Electrics:

90 degree vee-twin
pushrod fotu-stroke
844cc
L0.2:L

80bhp at 7,300rpm
Dry diaphram tYPe
Direct with ratio
l:1.235
11:11.643
2 1:8080
3 1:6095
41:5059
5 l:4366
2 DeLl Orto 36mm
PHF36B (no air
cleaners)
14 v. 20 watt genera-
tor on crankshaft,
regulator, rectifier
with diode Plate.
Coil ignition with
twin contact
breakers and auto/
advance.

Wheelbase:
Ground clearance:
Kerb weight:
(with fuel)
Wheels and tyres:

Fuel tank capacitY:

5 8ins
6.5ins

486lbs
Cast alloy FPS
wheels with WM3
rims. Metzeler 350 x
18 Rille 10 front
tyre, Metzeler 4.10
x 18 Block C7
Racing hofile rear.
Two 11.8 in Brembo
Discs hydraulically
operated on front,
one 9.5in Brembo
hydraulic disc on
rear. Linked system
4.8 gallons with 1

gallon Íeserve.

Bràking from 60mph: 116ft.
Equipment:

Cost:
Cost of spares:

T'achometer, Electric
starteÍ, Trafficators,
Steering lock, head-
lamp flasher, Toolkit
flyscreen.
t2099 (inc tax)
Std piston (rings
and gudgeon pin)
f,18.34p
Points (2) 16.70p
Front fork assembly
L2ll.59p complete
Staunchions f 25.30
each
Front mudguard
L28.64p
Clutch cable f,2.31
Coburn and Hughes
Ltd, Crawley Road,
Luton, Beds.

Sports Mntor Cycles,
Kensal House,
Liverpool Road,
Manchester.

Fuel consumption:
(overall) 50mpg
Speedo correction: at indicated 60mph:

56.9rnph
Top Speed: 134.6mph
Standing lq mrlez 13.4 secs.
Braking from 30mph: 28ft.

Importer:

Test machine
supplied by:
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